
Dear friends! 

We invite you to participate in the INTERNATIONAL SPOCHAN FESTIVAL and in Spochan 

Tournament "BELARUS OPEN 2016". 

THE INTERNATIONAL SPOCHAN FESTIVAL & Spochan Tournament "BELARUS OPEN 

2016" is the improvement of the sport mastery and a preparation stage for the World Spochan 

Championship. 

  Your participation will help: 

 - Each participant to reveal his/her identity, promote the authority of his/her country through 

own achievements in work, sports, creativity and social life. 

 - To get acquainted with Spochan around the world countries participating in THE 

INTERNATIONAL GRAND FESTIVAL BELARUS SUMMER - 2016. 

Your participation will contribute to: 

 - Spochan development and its recognition as a sport in Belarus! 

- The strengthening of friendly relations between teams of countries developing Spochan! 

You will participate in an intensive sports program and take part in training sessions and master 

classes on Spochan. You will be given the opportunity to use the indoor and outdoor sports 

facilities, gym, swimming pool with warm Jacuzzi and sauna. 

You will participate in THE INTERNATIONAL GRAND FESTIVAL BELARUS SUMMER - 

2016, and in the International Festival of mythology and Dragons "On a visit to Lepel 

Tsmok" and meet with Belarusian Tsmok (Dragon), dragons and mythology of the member 

states, its characters and their place in world cultural history. You will have the opportunity to 

make a wish near shaman magic fire. You will experience unique interactivities, concerts, 

culinary workshops and ethno-folk-rock disco. 

THE INTERNATIONAL GRAND FESTIVAL BELARUS SUMMER - 2016 - is an opportunity 

to plunge into the holiday atmosphere of the Festival "Apple Spas." An Apple Fair and Apple 

Alley where you can taste culinary delights and fragrant apple cider, Belarusian alcoholic and 

soft drinks await you. You will visit a real "apple wedding", take part in competitions to have a 

chance to get into the Book of Records "The Lord of the village. " You will have a chance to 

visit the apple paradise! 

Becoming a member of THE INTERNATIONAL SPOCHAN FESTIVAL and Spochan 

Tournament "BELARUS OPEN 2016", you will get unforgettable impressions, positive 

emotions and enjoy communicating with interesting people. You will take home a piece of the 

Festival in funny photos and video, in the festival souvenirs, and what is more important - in the 

most joyful and happy memories! 

Head of Belorussian Branch of ISCA  

Andrei Kalistau 


